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Rationale for participative pedagogies

Pedagogical and/or ideological but includes:

the assumption that learning is derived from content and

method, so structures and methods are not just a means to 

an end.

Influences and definitions:Influences and definitions:

Learning Milieu…a network or nexus of cultural, social, 

institutional and psychological variables. These interact in 

complicated ways to produce…a unique pattern of 

circumstances, pressures, customs, opinions and work-

styles which suffuse the teaching and learning which occur 

there. (Parlett and Hamilton, 1972)



Similarly……………..

By pedagogy, I mean that which addresses the 

transformation of consciousness that takes place in the 

intersection of the teacher, the learner and the knowledge 

they together produce … It furthermore, denies the teacher they together produce … It furthermore, denies the teacher 

as neutral transmitter, the student as passive, and 

knowledge as immutable material to impart. Instead, the 

concept of pedagogy focuses attention on the conditions 

and means through which knowledge is produced. (Lather, 

1994)



Principles of the Learning Community

• Each member of the community takes 

responsibility for the direction and content of their 

learning, and…………

• …also takes responsibility for helping other • …also takes responsibility for helping other 

community members with their learning.

• So students and tutors are involved in choosing, 

planning and organizing the method and content 

of the programme.



Typical features

• Material from participants as well as from tutors

• Discussions are participant- and tutor-led

• Collective decisions about content, method, work-
group membership group membership 

• Individual, self-chosen topics for assessed work

• Assessment is consultative



A critical perspective (in the context of 

management education) includes:

• Questioning assumptions and taken-for-granteds; 

• Questioning existing structures and practices;

• Attending to social, cultural and political factors, just as 

our experience is all of these. our experience is all of these. 

• Foregrounding processes of power and difference

Question: how does this apply to all aspects of the learning 

milieu (or LC) - to structures, methods and relationships 

and not just to the curriculum ?



From a critical perspective…..

Those who think of ‘community’ only in a positive sense 
should remember the intrinsic limitations of such an order.  
Traditional communities can be, and normally have been, 
oppressive.  Community in the form of mechanical 
solidarity crushes individual autonomy and exerts a 
compelling pressure towards conformism.  (Giddens, 
1994:126).

To varying degrees, members of a community voluntarily 
subjugate their individuality, and can find themselves 
subject to policing and control, or they become 
marginalized.  At worst the choices seem to be between 
assimilation or expulsion, as in order to ensure the integrity 
of the community,  ‘normocentricity’ is enforced and 
dissent is outlawed (Noddings, 1996:254).



Contrary characteristics of community

• Solidarity

• Harmony

• A sense of belonging

• Consensus

• Pressures to conform

• Difference ‘managed’• A sense of belonging

• A sense of 

significance

• Shared responsibility

• Mutual support

• Difference ‘managed’

suppressed

denied

marginalized

assimilated



The discourse of community also pervades 

writing on the ‘learning organization’

We are coming to see our efforts as building communities of 

commitment.  Without commitment, the hard work 

required will never be done. (Kofman and Senge)

Maybe the closest to an experience of community or total 

commitment for many workers, a dramatic exciting and 

almost communal process brought to the corporation. 

(Kanter)



Research focus: participants’ experiences of 

difference in a learning community

1. What different kinds of consequences did 

they observe or experience?

2. What different kinds of ‘difference’ were 

they talking about?



Key concepts and assumptions

• (D)ifference as structural: gender; class; 
ethnicity; race; status; age.

• (d)ifference in terms of values and beliefs: 
towards work; relationships; education; leisure etc 
etc.

• Our basic assumptions: • Our basic assumptions: 

(i) that difference, like experience, has to be 
understood as a social phenomenon.

(ii) that you know very little of people’s 
experience of this unless you ask them.



Kinds of difference

• Professional, social or academic 

background

• Preferred ways of working• Preferred ways of working

• Structural differences (gender, age)

• Where to draw the boundary between 

‘public’ and ‘private’.



Some examples of difference in a learning environment

• My sense of belonging was undermined because I was less vocal. It annoyed 

me that this meant I was labelled as ‘non-participative’.

• I tend to work with people I’m comfortable with on first meeting. Those I think 

will be similar, sporty, like a drink.

• Looking at process was seen as a girly thing and none of the men could see the 

value of debating or reflecting on this.

• There were different comfort zones when it came to talking about personal 

things and about the way we were working together.

• Two of the more experienced of us were particularly dominant and highly 

critical of the rest.

• On the residential there were only a limited number of ensuite rooms. The 

tutors always had these and the rest of us took turns. So much for equality!

• The debate hotted up a bit when the women started to mention the power they 

felt they had achieved through motherhood.

• Whilst it could be argued that [the tutors] only had as much power as we were 

willing to give them it didn't always feel like that, especially at marking time 

when their power …(real or imagined) was keenly felt.



Being marginalised

• The women were criticised and sometimes excluded for 
wanting to relate the course to experience. Most of the men 
wanted to keep it theoretical.

• I felt that as a public sector manager my value was limited 
as far as others were concerned.

• Many of the others introduced themselves with impressive 
job titles which I didn’t have. It left me feeling isolated.

• Many of the others introduced themselves with impressive 
job titles which I didn’t have. It left me feeling isolated.

• It seemed as if the only legitimate voices were those who 
argued for more structure. The rest were pushed to the 
margins and didn’t have much influence from then on



Emergent sub-groups

• Choosing our groups reminded me of being picked for 
teams in the school playground. Some were obviously 
going for their dream team.

• For the most part people seemed to bond with like-minded 
individuals. There wasn’t much evidence of wanting to 
explore others’ ideas and experience but of confirming explore others’ ideas and experience but of confirming 
ones own opinions.

• The difference between the groups was developing a sort 
of rival gang culture with each taking a rather sneering 
approach to the other. …exchang[ing] knowing glances 
and slightly pitying comments. I found the whole process 
very stressful. Within this process I felt isolated and angry.



Alternative interpretations of community

Shulman (1983) : community as ‘pastoral idyll with roots 
in ‘the ideal of an “American Eden”’

…pastoralism always carries us away from complexity, 
dislocation, doubt, and change, toward simplicity, 
innocence, solidity, certainty.  It moves us from the 
disorder associated with what are seen as troubling, 
disruptive, or dangerous (social) realities, to an order disruptive, or dangerous (social) realities, to an order 
associated with happiness and harmony. 

Shulman argues for an alternative which ‘grounds the 
essential perspective of the citizen in the lived, daily 
reality of his or her membership in classes, races, 
families, and sexes.  It pursues democracy in order to 
create a community that is both satisfying and just.’



Alternative interpretations of community

Iris Young – ‘City life’

City life implies a social inexhaustibility quite different from 
the ideal of the face-to-face community in which there is 
mutual understanding and group identification and loyalty.  
The city consists in a great diversity of people and groups, 
with a multitude of subcultures and differentiated activities 
and functions, whose lives and movements mingle and 
with a multitude of subcultures and differentiated activities 
and functions, whose lives and movements mingle and 
overlap in public spaces.  People belong to distinct groups 
or cultures, and interact in neighbourhoods and 
workplaces.  They venture out from these locales, however, 
to public places of entertainment, consumption and 
politics.  They witness one another’s cultures and functions 
in such interaction, without adopting them as their own.  
(1986: 21 italics added)



Re-defining ‘community’ – educational practice 

based on working with difference (Reynolds 2000)

• Differences of values, circumstance, belief, role or interest 
will be central to the life and learning of the participants;

• These differences will be the basis of, and provide support 
for, multiple (and changing) sub-communities; 

• Such differences, whether they emerge in relation to the 
academic, social or management aspects of the academic, social or management aspects of the 
programme, will be the focus for understanding, debate 
and dispute - rather than become targets for assimilation, 
reconciliation or the grounds of marginalizing minority 
interests; 

• The stratified nature of tutor-student relations is 
acknowledged, especially where (as is usual) power over 
the assessment process is not equally shared.
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